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FIGURE 1. DO YOU TRUST SCIENCE AGENCIES SUCH AS
CDC THAT STUDY INFECTIOUS DISEASE, AS A SOURCE OF
INFORMATION ABOUT THE ZIKA VIRUS?

T

he extent to which governments and individuals respect the recommendations of science and
science-based public agencies is having an enormous effect on the impact of COVID-19. Governments’
respect for science affects whether they help provide
sufficient testing, take aggressive enough action to reduce
person-to-person transmission, assure the availability
of health care, and move to contain the economic harm.
Individuals’ respect for science can impact whether they
practice social distancing and enhanced hygiene.
Respect for science, however, has been politicized in
the United States—especially since the 2016 election.
Public response to a question about the Zika virus
pandemic, from a nationwide survey conducted by
Carsey School researchers immediately after the 2016
U.S. elections, illustrates how political ideology affects
trust in science-based agencies. The Zika virus pandemic
had recently drawn international concern, so our survey
included questions on this topic.1 One asked about trust
in information from agencies such as the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), the premier national health science agency tasked with responding to epidemics:2
As you may or may not know, in 2015 an outbreak of
Zika virus began in Brazil and spread to other countries in Latin America and the Caribbean. There are
now some cases inside the United States. The next
questions ask for your own views about this virus. As
a source of information about the Zika virus, would
you say that you trust, don’t trust, or are unsure about
science agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) that study infectious diseases?
Figure 1 plots the results: 73% said they trusted
science agencies for information about the Zika virus.
That was also the majority opinion among most subgroups on the survey, but with significant variations.

Source: Nationwide POLES survey, 2016

FIGURE 2. PERCENT WHO TRUST SCIENCE AGENCIES
SUCH AS CDC FOR INFORMATION ABOUT ZIKA VIRUS,
BROKEN DOWN BY 2016 PRESIDENTIAL VOTE (A) OR
IDEOLOGY (B).

Source: Nationwide POLES survey, 2016

Figure 2a shows a 25-point gap between the views of
respondents who voted for Hillary Clinton (87% trust
the CDC) and those who voted for Donald Trump
(62% trust the CDC). Figure 2b depicts another
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25-point gap, between liberals and conservatives (86%
vs. 61%). Previous surveys had noted conservatives’
lower trust regarding other science topics.3 The 2016
results in Figure 2b depict political outlooks affecting
trust in science-based agencies during a pandemic.
Political decisions since 2016 undermined U.S. preparedness for new pandemics, which becomes urgently
relevant today. These decisions have affected the flow
and openness of communication from federal science
agencies, the organization of government actions, and
the need to raise broad societal support for painful but
science-informed responses to COVID-19. Ideological
views are also affecting individual responsiveness to
recommendations of scientific agencies which can have
an important impact on the spread of COVID-19.
Some countries have responded differently. Facing
waves of infection and epidemiological evidence,
their governments acted on scientific recommendations, taking drastic measures to limit travel, public
gatherings, and movements outside the home. Such
actions signaled the importance of rapid science-based
responses. These measures bought time for other
countries that did not yet have as many cases, but not
all of them used the warning time effectively. The U.S.
government was notably slow to react, as the lack of
a science-based approach commensurate to the scale
of the pandemic left the country unprepared. By early
March, South Korea had performed more than 200,000
tests for the virus, while in the United States limited
supplies and restrictive rules on who could be tested
held the number below 10,0004 despite pleas from
medical workers and experts.5
The lack of a science-based U.S. response was a further manifestation of the Trump administration’s dismantling of Obama-era programs for disease security,
such as removing in 2018 a National Security Council
officer and his team responsible for pandemics.6 Also
in 2018, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) faced
the first of several budget cuts aimed at its diseasesecurity programs.7 In February 2020, as COVID-19
was spreading around the world, President Trump proposed cutting the CDC budget a further 19 percent.8
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